Trail Association for
Community Living

Handbook for Persons Served & Families
attending the Day Program

2017- Updated

A Service of:
Trail Association for Community Living
Participants need a referral from Community Living British Columbia
(CLBC) in order to access any of the programs. The interests and
needs of the people we support are the foundation of every program
and service that we offer. All of our services are collaborative, flexible,
person-centered and highly accountable. Our ongoing commitment is
to meet the evolving needs of each participant.
Amongst the vast opportunities offered through our programs are life
skills and employment training, recreation, education and leisure
activities.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THIS HANDBOOK
Why do we give you this handbook?

➢ We believe people need information.

➢ We believe that it is your right to have the information you need
to make good decisions and to make informed choices.

➢ We respect your right to information by giving you this handbook.

➢ It is important that you and your support network (family & friends)
know how we will support you and what they can do to assist you at
the Trail Association for Community Living. (TACL)

➢ TACL staff member will talk with you about what is in the
handbook. This person will help you with anything that might be
difficult for you to understand.
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Our Vision …
Trail Association for Community Living Is a
progressive organization committed to providing
quality services to individuals with diverse needs.
Our Mission Statement
TACL……Taking down walls!
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TACL HISTORY
Trail Association for Community Living (TACL) has been providing support
and services to people with diverse needs for over 65 years. In the early
1950’s many families from the Kootenay’s had children with diverse
needs living in Institution’s throughout the province. There was a strong
belief that these children could learn and live in their own community
and the long distance made it very difficult for families to visit. These
were driving forces behind building a facility closer to home. The
Kootenay Society for Handicapped Children was founded by Dr. W. J.
Endicott, a member of the Trail community as well as families and
volunteers to run a school for children with disabilities. The Society
continued to grow and change and was soon providing support and
education as “The Maple School”.
Over the years, The Maple School transitioned from the “classroom” to a
“workshop” for adults. The classroom was moved into Sunningdale
School and continued with Katie Shaw as one of the teachers. Katie Shaw
was a pioneer for establishing equality of living for individuals with
disabilities.
During the 1980’s the workshop was relocated to the downtown area and
was renamed Trail Contracting Services. Portland House, with support
from the Kiwanis, was opened as a home to provide life skills training for
individuals to live in the community. Soon after, Willow Place in Warfield
opened its doors as a group home. The “group home” era of the
organization officially began. The Trail Association for Community Living
over the years has since opened three more homes and continues to
grow.
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TACL purchased property on Riverside Avenue and it was named the Trail
Association Activity Center (TAAC) providing a home for TACL’s Day
Program, Child and Youth programs and community support services we
provide. We continued to grow and Career Development Services came
under our umbrella providing employment services in the greater Trail
area.
Most recently, the addition of the Community Inclusion Centre (CIC), a
community space for groups and individuals to come together. The CIC
also houses the laNina Extreme Weather Shelter as well as employment
services and the Wood Store.
TACL is committed to providing quality service and support to individuals
and their families and advocates for these people to enhance quality of
life, community acceptance and understanding.
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How to get in touch with us:
You can call TACL at any time and the phone will be answered
between the hours of 8:00 am and 4:00 pm, Monday to Friday. If you
are calling at any other time, you can leave a message and a staff
member will return your call as soon as they can.
Administration Office 1565 Bay Ave. Trail
(250) 368-3503
Trail Assn. Activity Centre-Day Program1769 Riverside Ave. Trail
(250) 368-3504

Website: taclkootenays.com
Management Phone Numbers

Nancy Gurr – Executive Director 368-3503
Emergency and After Hours (250) 368-7309
Korrie Korteland – Administration Assistant (250) 368-3503
(250) 357-9735
Sheila Adcock - Program Manager (250) 364-1104 (250) 368-7390
Tracy Fischer- Financial Manager (250) 368-3503
Cindy Cook- CDS Admin. Assistant (250)364-1104
Sandy Gagnon- Community Living Manager(250) 368-3504
Our Team of Coordinators:
Niki Lord- Day Program – Program Coordinator
Contact: (250) 368-3504
Jessica Degeorgio – Day Program Relief- Program Coordinator
Contact: (250) 368-3504
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General Information:
How to Enter Our Day Program:
Adult programs. Referrals are accepted through Community Living British
Columbia (CLBC).

Day Program
Admission Screening Protocol & Trial Period
People may receive information on TACL services through their CLBC
worker, by contacting TACL directly, visiting the website at
taclkootenays.com, through a TACL brochure and/or are provided
with a written or oral copy of the Person Served and Family
Handbook. An application is filled out as part of the admissions
screening protocol. Individuals and members of their support system
will be provided the opportunity to visit the Day Program prior to
their acceptance.
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People will be served by TACL when:
• Goals are achievable in a TACL setting.
• Individual is perceived to not pose a risk to the health, safety and
well-being of current individuals receiving service from TACL.
• Support needs are compatible with the resources available, up to
and including:
▪ Amount of staff support required
▪ Emotional and physical support required
▪ Number of funds available to provide required supports
▪ Facility design and equipment
People referred to TACL will be notified about their referral status
within 10 working days. The trial period for each individual is 4
weeks. Services may be considered inappropriate for a person for any
of the following reasons:
• Current setting systematically unable to meet the needs of the
person.
• Different supports/services are required or desired by the
person.
• Placement is inappropriate.
• Conflicts with co-participants or roommates.
• Dissatisfaction with the services provided.
• The service individual declines such service(s).
The program coordinator will provide a written reason to the person
and funder if the person is not accepted into the program.
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External Referrals
If an external referral is deemed appropriate, (DDMH, HSCL, Pivot
Point, etc.) the referral would go through CLBC. External Referrals
would be necessary if circumstances have changed in the persons
served mental or physical needs. The persons served and their
support system would decide if a referral is necessary and would be
able to consult the program coordinator on the situation.

Once you decide to join the Trail Association for
Community Living you will:
Start Planning! We will assist you in creating a Personal Life Plan
(PLP) This means sharing your hopes and goals for the future.
Have a Planning Meeting! You and the people in your support circle
will meet to share hopes and dreams, things that might get in the way,
and supports/services that could help you reach your goals.
**Families are valued members of your team and are encouraged
to participate in all aspects of your plan.
Staffing ratios meet or exceed accepted levels. We function as a team
and all staff spends time nurturing a relationship with each
participant. One on one time is scheduled to assist the you with
particular goals and life skills.
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A Partnership
We want to know how best to be involved with you and your family.
Please tell us your needs and concerns.
If you cannot follow through on what you agreed to do, please tell us
so that we can brainstorm other arrangements.
During our initial Planning meeting we will ask you and your family
how often you would like to hear from us, that way we are all on the
same page when it comes to communicating.
Give us feedback on what is working and what is not. If you do not
understand something, please ask us.
Share beliefs/cultures and values that are important to you and how
they might impact TACL’s services.
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What We Do at Day Program
We help persons served prepare for paid employment or volunteer
placements and support them through the process. This includes
finding their employable skills and interests to help them with career
planning. Also, job readiness training and coaching is ongoing to
ensure that our persons served succeed to the best of their abilities.
Skills they learn from being a part of an employment or volunteer
team is being able to problem solve, resolve conflict, team building,
communication skills, stress management, personal awareness and
self-confidence.
To be an engaged citizen, we build essential skills needed to live
independently and thrive in the community. Some of these skills
include managing their money, grocery shopping and cooking
nutritious food. Activities are planned around learning some of these
skills such as cooking groups
We assist persons served to build social networks with their peers
and within the community. Different group activities the persons
served are a part of include arts and crafts, social recreation and social
group. These interactions benefit all relations in the persons served’
lives as communication and social skills are built.
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We also like to encourage an active life style for the people we
support. Inclusive activities are done such as swimming, bowling,
walking, dancing and park days to allow persons served to explore
what type of activities they enjoy. Persons served are able to choose
which groups they want to be a part of to see what they like.
We take into account the cultural diversity of everyone and offer
activities to support this. We have gone to the Doukabour Museum,
had visitors come and cook different ethnic foods, etc. Some of the
events we’ve done include day trips to Champion, Nancy Greene and
Christina Lake. Also, other activities such as golfing, sports day,
bowling, sledding, movie days and crafts are enjoyed by the persons
served. During the warmer months we often take advantage of the
weather and bring picnic lunches and go to the park in order to enjoy
the outdoors as much as possible.
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Day Program
Services and Activities are organized around:
• Goals of the persons served
• Identified preferences of persons served
• Improving the ability of persons served to understand their
needs

Assisting the persons served to achieve their goals
of choice in the following areas:
• Community Living skills development
• Interpersonal relations
• Recreation/leisure activities
• Vocational development or employment
• Educational Development
• Self – Advocacy
• Access to Community Inclusive activities

Participate in Social Enterprise:
• TACL has a recycling program for persons served to pick up
paper recycling from local businesses in the community
• Persons served working in a Social Enterprise at Day Program
receive minimum wage
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Communication
Communication books are used for some persons served to communicate
with parents/care givers about how the day went. At the beginning of
each month an activity calendar is sent out listing the daily activities. We
encourage parents and care givers to use the activity calendar to help
prepare the person receiving services for the anticipated activity. Any
questions or concerns about planned activities can be addressed with
support staff or the program coordinator.
Parents and caregivers can chat with support staff about the daily activity
when the person is dropped off. Any concerns are best dealt with at this
time. Please see Complaint Management
In August 2017 you and your family/ or caregiver will be able to access the audio
version of handbook and other information on our TACL website, this way you will
be able to access this feature at any time!! www.taclkootenays.com
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When we are open:
Our Day Program is run out of our Activity Centre 1769 Riverside Ave.
Trail BC.
Our Day program typically runs Monday to Friday. We open at 8am and
close at 4pm. The persons attending the program evaluate the hours of
operation, including evenings, weekends and holidays periodically to
ensure that the services are available and accessible to meet the needs
and interests of the persons served.
Day program participants meet on a monthly basis to determine.
➢ Program operations and activities
➢ Problems
➢ Plans
➢ The use of program recourses
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Program Closures
In the event of an extended community wide power outage or severe
weather warning issued by environment Canada, we would have to close
our Activity Center (TAAC) this ensures everyone stays safe and all our
emergency equipment is working.
On a semi-annually basis, we will close the Day Program for one day,
for staff professional development and personal life plan(PLP)
reviews. TACL recognizes the importance of staff training in terms of
how it positively impacts on staff development, staff morale, and
positive outcomes for people we serve.
It is the policy of TACL to provide all staff members with training
opportunities relevant to their work on an ongoing basis.
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If you are sick or not coming to a Day Program:
Persons served are expected to tell staff if they will not be attending Day
Program or by family/caregivers communicating this through the
communication book. If persons served are sick they are discouraged
from coming to Day Program until they are better. During flu season all
staff and persons served must get the flu shot and anyone who has not
received the shot must wear a mask while at the Day Program.
If you come to your program sick, we will call your family or caregiver and
ask them to come get you or make other arrangements.
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Positive Support Strategies

Our staff will work with your family/caregiver or advocate if you
choose, we find out what your likes/ dislikes and your fears are. We
then will write down those likes/ dislikes and or fears in a binder, so
staff have a better understanding of how to support you. Sometimes
people are scared of large crowds of people, or do not like siting with
other people at lunch. If our staff understand your likes and dislikes or
your fears, we will then be able to support you in reaching your
personal and futures goals, and you are actively involved in how you
are supported by TACL staff.
When these strategies are not effective, staff will continue to work
with families and caregivers to make changes as needed to the
positive support strategies. If we need some help, we will request a
referral from an outside agency, Pivot Point, can be referred to when
strategies are not working and more assistance is needed.
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Inclusion & Diversity
All persons served are welcome and bring value to our
programs. Our programs are reflective of the varying
needs of our participants, community and stakeholders.
Participants will be included in all of our programs regardless of their
limitations or needs.
Programming will be based around acknowledging and valuing all of
the persons served unique and individual differences and will be
flexible and adaptable to all needs.
Programs will provide a physically, emotionally and intellectually safe
environment.
Off-site activities will be planned to promote a better understanding
of the community and to connect participants with cultural
experiences.
The team will plan activities that are inclusive to persons served with
special educational needs and/or abilities.
The team and persons served will help to create an environment that
promotes mutual respect and acceptance.
The team will provide persons served with a variety of experiences
from a range of social, cultural, linguistic and ability backgrounds.
All staff will talk to persons served about differences in a positive way.
The team will promote equality regardless of race, gender, culture or
differences.
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Assistive Technology
Persons served are given opportunities to use technology such as
iPads to assist in their learning and for entertainment purposes. In an
ever changing technological world it is important for our persons
served to be able to access new technology that they may see in their
daily lives. YouTube is a vital source used to enhance the learning of
the persons served specifically through daily workshops where videos
can give a visual of what is being learned. Using technology gives
persons served increased independence and confidence within their
peer group and community. We use picture symbols as a means of
communication for those served that are non-verbal. They are used to
develop an individualized program for persons served.
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Satisfaction Surveys:
Each year satisfaction surveys are completed by each person served
by TACL, family/caregivers and stakeholders. This is to ensure the
satisfaction of the people we support and provide the best possible
services. Suggestions can be made here on how to improve service or
what the individual would like to see at TACL.
When completing satisfaction surveys, TACL uses a person that is not
associated to your program to assist person served.

Personal life plan
A Personal Life Plan (PLP) is a service delivery plan used to assist
individuals to meet their personal goals. For each person served
receiving support from TACL a PLP is developed. The PLP evolves
constantly, as the individual with support of their personal network,
reviews and revises regularly to meet their changing wants, needs,
expectations and choice.
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Health & Safety:
In order to ensure the safety of the persons served, new intakes must
not pose a threat to current persons served health, safety and wellbeing. As stated, persons served that are sick are discouraged from
coming to Inclusive Programs until they are well in order to not
spread sickness. Staff is aware of where persons are at all times to
ensure their safety and security. Individuals receiving service that are
capable of understanding the danger of fire are made aware of
procedures to follow in the event of such an event. TACL also provides
competency based training for all Staff and Persons Served. The plan
includes specific strategies of how to evacuate and where the deemed
meeting place is to be. Monthly fire drills are held on all shifts to keep
persons served and staff up to date on the procedures. Emergency
supplies are kept and checked monthly, making sure in the event of an
emergency that there is a weeks’ worth of food and water. Persons
served are made aware of each emergency exit, fire alarm and fire
extinguishers, and take an active role in all emergency drills and mock
evacuations.
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Incident Reports
If a reportable incident or unusual event occurs at any Program, the
staff fills out an Incident Report form before leaving their shift. The
staff also keeps track of near misses on an in-house incident form.
Following an incident, the proper documentation is kept and the
appropriate people are notified of what has taken place. All incidents
deemed reportable are submitted to our funder. On a yearly basis we
gather together to discuss the previous year’s incidents and explore
and brainstorm ideas and goals to reduce or prevent incidents in the
future.
Some examples of incidents reported to our funder and internally
include but are not limited to:
- Aggression Between
Persons Served
- Aggressive/Unusual
Behaviour
- Choking
- Fall
- Medication Error
- Death: Unexpected/Death
Expected
- Unexpected Illness
- Use or Possession of
Weapons
- Emergency Restraint
- Restriction of Rights
- Attempted Suicide
Day Program Hand book
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- Disease
Outbreak/Occurrence
- Emotional/Financial/Physi
cal/Sexual/Abuse
- Poisoning
- Food Poisoning
- Missing/Wandering
- Motor Vehicle Injury
- Neglect
- Service Delivery Problem
- Use of or Possession of Licit
or Illicit Drugs
- Sentinel Event
- Other Injury
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Program Funding Sources:
TACL is a non-profit, charitable association. TACL primarily receives
funding through contracts from CLBC (Community Living BC). TACL
also applies for grants and holds fundraising events on a regular basis.
Although TACL does not solicit donations, they are always
appreciated.
There are some costs for activities persons served have chosen to
participate in while doing the monthly planning that are out of the
realm of normal programming; bowling, out for lunch/coffee, movies,
etc. TACL will notify the person served and or family/caregivers of
any upcoming costs to participate in an activity.

Vehicle Transportation
Sometimes TACL staff, either in a TACL vehicle or personal vehicle,
will transport you. All TACL staff members have a valid driver’s
license and all personal vehicles are insured in case of an accident.
Any TACL staff members transporting you in a TACL vehicle has a
class four driver’s license. TACL vehicles are inspected routinely to
make sure they are safe and everyone must wear a seat belt while in a
vehicle.

Monitoring
There are many ways our services are monitored to make sure you
receive quality services:
➢ Through regular visits with Community Living
➢ Families and Caregivers are encouraged to attend monthly
planning meetings and PLP’s
➢ Through a monitoring group named CARF that visits us to review
our services.
➢ TACL internal monitoring systems, the Program Coordinator
ensures standards and polices/procedure are followed.
➢ Community Living Manager Monitors Programs also ensuring
compliance to all applicable standards such as Licensing and
CARF, Funders expected outcomes but not limited to.
➢ Non Residential Council Group, for persons participating in Day
Program, Community / Outreach Support or any other Adult
Person Served.
➢ Board of Directors receives monthly reporting on the activities
and celebrations of all TACL programs.
➢ Through you! Persons Served, their families and support groups
tell us how we are doing by talking to our staff, filling out
satisfaction surveys.

A Word about Quality Assurance
We are an Accredited Organization through the Commission on
Accreditation for Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF). The CARF surveyors
visited our programs, facilities and accompanied staff on home visits,
observed groups and interviewed parents and employees alike.
What accreditation means to you as a Person Supported by TACL
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All persons must be treated with dignity and respect.
You will be informed of your rights starting from your initial contact
with us. We will respect and preserve your confidentiality rights.
You will be given the opportunity to be involved in your service
planning. Family involvement is encouraged.
We inform you in writing of our complaint procedure. If you have a
complaint or concern about our services, we will assist you without
holding it against you or your family.
We have a thorough knowledge of all the community resources that
may be helpful to you.
We have addressed health and safety concerns such as: building
safety, emergency plans, and any barriers to receiving service, e.g.,
wheelchair accessibility.
Our services are measured and evaluated for efficiency, effectiveness
and consumer satisfaction.

Your cultural and individual preferences will be
respected.
➢ Share beliefs/cultures and values that are important to you and
how they might impact TACL’s services.
➢ We will listen to and respect your opinions and concerns.
➢ You and your family are key players in developing an appropriate
service. Your experience and knowledge will be valued.
➢ We will work with you to plan services that meet your unique
situation. There is shared decision-making.
➢ Our services will be of excellent quality.
➢ Our staff is highly qualified to provide individual and familycentered care. We are an accredited non-profit agency.
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➢ We will keep information about you and your family
confidential and private.
➢ We will respect your privacy and confidentiality, and will not
divulge information about you or your family without your
consent.
➢ Please see attached TACL’S Cultural Diversity Plan

However, confidentiality can be broken when we are
required by law to share information if
1. We observe a criminal act or abuse;
2. We believe you or your family is in danger;
3. Court order or subpoena is issued.
TACL collects personal information so that we can provide you with
services. Examples of information collected:
➢ Communicate with you
➢ Develop and improve our services
➢ Your name, address, phone number and date of birth
➢ Reason for referral

TACL will use this information to:
➢ Meet program and legal requirements
➢ We do not sell, share, trade or rent your personal information to
anyone without your consent.
➢ We will work with you to have a Personal Life Plan (PLP) suited
to your unique needs.
➢ You have a sense of where the services for you are headed.
➢ We will give you information.
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We will provide you with timely, accurate, up-to-date information.
If you don’t understand something, please ask. Questions are always
welcomed.
We give you access to information kept by TACL.
We will provide you with copies of written reports and assessments.
Please note that in keeping with the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act, TACL can only release and make copies of
reports that originate from TACL.
As all records at TACL are owned by Community Living BC (our
funding body), we follow the Freedom of Information and Protection
of Privacy Act.
If you want to access your records at TACL, put your request in
writing to the Executive Director stating what records you want.
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Rights and Responsibilities of the Persons served
The rights and responsibilities of the persons served are
communicated to them in ways they will understand. Group
discussions are held where rights and responsibilities are taught to
them through discussions, pictures/symbols, videos and handouts.
Employees, volunteers, support staff and board members ensure
these rights are recognized at all times. Furthermore, they are also
advocates of the individuals we serve to ensure fundamental rights
are guaranteed in TACL as a whole.
Personal Rights
The rights of people supported by TACL, in addition to any rights
provided under the law, include the right to:
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Be supported, with respect and dignity and with
consideration for your preferences and wishes as an adult,
by all employees and volunteer. Our support services and
work practices must reflect this.
Be supported to live in a place of your own community and
to be supported to access community opportunities.
Receive information about choices and to access
opportunities that provide a variety of experiences so you
can practice informed choice.
Relationships with employees and volunteers are
characterized by shared power, mutual respect, honesty and
the opportunity to negotiate through differences of view.
Develop your own life plan and to choose family, friends and
professionals to help you.
A support environment where it is safe and acceptable for
you to realize your dreams, where inquiry and commitment
to truth is the norm, where experimentation is acceptable
and where challenging the status quo is expected.
Support that encourages reasonable risk as a means to
experience life and to grow.
Support that preserves your dignity, safety and well-being,
as well as that of others.
Support that encourages your relationship with members of
your family and with other persons you have chosen as
friends or supports, including the ability to communicate
freely by telephone or mail.
Request a change in the support you receive or in the
employee who provides primary support to you. TACL shall
Day Program Hand book
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do all it can to accommodate such a request within the limits
of its funding, government legislation and the collective
agreement.
Have regular review of any limitation of a right or privilege
that may have been imposed or negotiated as part of your
support plan. Such limitations shall only be placed on you by
TACL in the interest of your safety and well-being and must
be subject to review by your support network.
Use TACL’s “Complaint Management Policy” if you have a
problem or complaint reviewed and addressed. If you
choose to use the “Complaint Management Policy” you have
the right to be supported through the process by another
person of your choice.
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Confidentiality and Privacy of Persons
Confidentiality of persons’ that receive TACL services are strictly
upheld by the staff following the Personal Information and Privacy
Act. However, in matters of health and safety, information would be
shared with the person’s social worker. Important confidential
documents are kept in a locked area, only accessible to staff who
require the information in the performance of their work duties.
At TACL the staff ensures that persons served are able to exercise
their basic right to privacy. An individual’s personal space is respected
by the staff and other persons served. If a person served requests to
have access to a private space, staff assists that person as best as
possible. A person served has the right to access his/her file at any
time.
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Medication Administration
Administration of medication is part of TACL’s services. The staff is
proficient in their abilities to administer medication following the
Pharmacist’s Act and TACL’s policies. TACL recognizes the 10 Rights
of administering medication.
TACL works together will the Health Services Community Living
Nurse(HSCL) to ensure our staff are fully trained on an ongoing basis
to administer medications.
Our site Supervisors work closely with a designated Pharmacist.
The persons served have the right to refuse to take medication in
which case an incident report is filled out. The Pharmacy or after
hours Nurse Hot Line 811 would also be called and directions are
taken from them. Also persons served have the right to receive
medications respectfully and in a discrete manner.
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Conflict Resolution
The Trail Association for Community Living understands that
sometimes when people work together, they do not always agree. If
you, or persons served, disagree with something, we are committed to
help everyone involved by openly talking and resolve the issues.
Conflict Resolution:
• If you, or a family member has a disagreement with something
that was said or done at TACL:
•

Talk to a TACL staff member first, if they are unable to help you…

•

Talk to the supervisor of the program to find out what can be
done

•

The two of you might decide to meet with the other person
involved so that you can talk about the problem

•

If your concern is not resolved, you can choose to go to the formal
process
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Complaint Management:
Before admission to a community care facility, the Manager/Executive
Director must advise the individual, or the individual’s parent or
representative, of the policies of the facility respecting expressing
concerns, making complaints and resolving disputes. And how the
individual, or the individual’s parent or representative, may express
concerns or make complaints.

Process
Complaints are any concerns that are expressed to an employee of
TACL, formally or informally by a (n):
(1) Person served
(2) person served parent or representative
(3) Community member
(4) Employee of the Association
(5) Someone from an outside agency
Day Program Hand book
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Any concern / complaint must be dealt with in a prompt, effective,
professional manner. The complainant will be contacted within 72
hours.
STEPS TO EFFECTIVE COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT
STEPS 1 - COMPLAINTS ARE PROFESSIONALLY RECEIVED
Concerns and complaints come to our attention both formally
and informally. It is the responsibility of the employee to listen
carefully to the complainant and respond professionally. If it is
an issue that can be promptly addressed in the conversation, the
employee should do so immediately and they are not required to
complete the attached form. They are required to inform the
Supervisor of the complaint within 24 hours.
If the issue is one that requires further investigation or action, the
employee must inform the complainant that a Supervisor or the
Executive Director will contact them within 24 hours.
The Executive Director/Supervisor will discuss with the
complainant a timeline and process to reach resolution. The goal
in this step is to ensure that the individuals making the complaint
are satisfied that they have been heard and that follow up action
will ensue.
STEP 2 - ALL COMPLAINTS MUST BE DOCUMENTED
If the complaint cannot be handled in conversation with the
complainant, the employee who receives the complaint is
responsible for completing the “Complaint Management” form
(attached). The employee must inform their immediate Supervisor
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within 24 hours of receiving the complaint. The “Complaint /
Concern” and “Action Taken” sections must be completed carefully
by the employee receiving the complaint so that the Supervisor is
able to accurately assess the urgency of the issue. All
correspondence must be passed on to the Executive Director.

STEP 3 - ASSESSING THE URGENCY OF THE COMPLAINT
1. Determining the urgency of the complaint needs to occur upon
receiving the complaint in the event immediate action is
required. It is sometimes difficult to assess the severity or
urgency of a complaint. What may be a complaint requiring
immediate attention to one individual or individual’s network
member may be an expression of a minor concern by another.
For example, if a parent of an individual requiring 24-hour care
tells staff that the individual is not receiving appropriate
individual’s care; this is a complaint that requires immediate
attention.
Yet if the family of another individual who is quite independent
expresses a concern regarding the individual’s care, this would
probably be deemed more minor in nature and possible
motivational factors would be considered. When determining
whether a concern is deemed “major” or “minor”, the
functioning level of the individual must be taken into
consideration, as well as:
a. “Who” is making the complaint
b. “What” is the nature of the concern is it a Health and
Safety issue
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c. “How” the individuals making the complaint would like
it addressed.
2. When a complaint regarding an individual we support arises,
where no protocol or plan is currently in place to support the
concern, the individual in consultation with the individual’s
network would determine if a new “result to be accomplished”
needs to be added to the individual’s Personal Life Plan (PLP)
to assist them in that area. Employees are expected to be
decisive and responsive in providing support, particularly
when dealing with concerns that may arise surrounding an
individual served Health and Safety. When in doubt staff are
encouraged to, err on the side of caution and “over-respond”
rather than “under-respond”.
STEP 4 -THE MOST APPROPRIATE ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVE
DEALS WITH THE COMPLAINT
1. If it is an issue that the Supervisor is able to deal with, that
he/she should promptly do so.
2. If the situation warrants the immediate attention of the
Supervisor and he/she is not on shift, the staff member must
immediately notify the Executive Director or Designate by phone.
The ED will provide direction as to how to proceed with the
complaint.
3. If it is an issue that an Executive Director should address, it is
the responsibility of the Supervisor to forward the completed
form to the Executive Director and follow-up by phone to ensure
an effective plan of action is developed and/or completed.
4. In some situations, the Executive Director is the most
appropriate person to respond. The Supervisor will make this
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determination and initiate the response with the Executive
Director.
5. The Executive Director will provide the complainant a written
summary of the complaint and how resolution was sought. TACL
will make every effort to work towards a full resolution of the
complaint within 10 business days of receiving the complaint.
6. If the Supervisor and Executive Director are unable to resolve
the complaint, the Board of Directors has the final responsibility
in doing so.
7. In the event a complainant chooses or feels that their
complaint was not appropriately addressed or they were not
satisfied with the resolution of the complaint. The complainant
can make a direct complaint to the Licensing body or our funder
CLBC. See contact numbers on the last page of this policy.

STEP 5 - DOCUMENTATION OF THE COMPLAINT
All actions taken by the Supervisor/Executive Director to address
a written complaint must be documented on the “Complaint
Management” form at the time the action occurs. Resulting
recommendations or actions must also be documented and
communicated to staff members at the site. Information may be
documented in the “Day-to-Day Communication Book” and / or
the “Individual Log Book” and in the PLP process.
Once the complaint is addressed to the satisfaction of the
complainant, the form will be kept in the Administration Office’s
central files and, if applicable, the individual’s central file. On an
Annual basis (1st Board Meeting after AGM) all complaints will be
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reviewed by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors
reviews and analyzes all complaints and determines if trends or
common concerns exist.
It is the sincere intent of TACL to try to resolve any and all difficulties
before they grow into serious problems. We are committed to making
the system work, and encourage all persons to try to resolve these
concerns directly with in TACL’s complaint management policy. All
concerns and or complaints are assured a fair hearing and we will do
everything we can to reach a resolution that satisfies and benefits all
persons involved.
At TACL the complaints process is used as a way to review and
improve our services. At no time would negative consequences
result from any complaint that is reported by an individual, their
family or representative or member of staff. Our obligation is to
support families to the degree we can, and to improve our services
and support, based on feedback and comments.
In the event a complainant chooses or feels that their complaint
was not appropriately addressed or they were not satisfied with
the resolution of the complaint. The complainant can make a
direct complaint to the Licensing body or our funder CLBC, the
following is the contact information for these agencies;
COMMUNITY LIVING BRITISH COLUMBIA
Monday to Friday - 1-800-668-4429
After hours’ number – 1-800- 663- 9122
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X

3 Year Strategic Service Delivery Plan
Trail Association for Community Living
2017 – 2020 (3 Year Plan)
X
X

A progressive organization
committed to providing quality services to individuals with diverse needs.

TACL . . . Taking down walls!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sustain existing growth and budget figures over the next fiscal year.
Meet an 80% success rate for client goals for 2017-18.
Increase individual attendance accessing programs by 20% during 2017-18 year.
Maintain a standard of service satisfaction rate of 80% annually from program participants.
Maintain a job satisfaction rate of 80% annually for employees.
Increase the response rate by 25% from the Annual Satisfaction Survey by employees & stakeholders.
Decrease the incident reports by staff by 10% for 2017-18.

1. Improve internal communication by holding bi-annual events for entire organization, by showcasing

program highlights at each other’s staff meetings, and by being intentional with scheduling flexibility.
2. Improve quality of service by offering training that meet the needs of staff, by offering client-centered and

consistent delivery of services.
3. Improve staff recruitment by developing a plan including identifying desirable skill sets, by ensuring

effective advertising and by lobbying gov’t for competitive wages.
4. Increase community awareness by building social media presence, developing a relevant marketing plan

and coordinating an annual awareness event.
5. Take down internal walls by hosting a cultural appreciation event twice yearly, by having an annual agency-

wide staff social and by switching up staff schedules.
6. Becoming Employer of Choice by having selected employees promoting organization, by maintaining a

current “Did you know” fact sheet and utilizing more flexible staff schedules.
7. Recruiting quality board members by utilizing a set criteria of skills to guide qualified individuals, by current

member of board promoting the effort and by leveraging staff and boards’ network
8. Secure funding by being on top of industry grants and dollars available, by exceeding deliverables and by

meeting accreditation standards.
9. Increase alternative living options by maintaining an active list of available housing, by maintaining and

building rapport with local landlords and by consistently identifying diverse housing options for all.
Quarter 1 (April 1 – June 30/17)
Create committee for staff only event by April 30th. (Lead - Korrie)
Develop a schedule and criteria for the Showcasing Program by May 31st. (Lead – Kristin)
Continue to build out quarterly training plan & identify staff for participation by April 30th. (Lead Nancy/Sheila)
Establish Marketing Committee & dev. annual promotion & marketing plan by May 15 th. (Lead Tracy/Sandy)
Ensure board is actively planning Board Recruitment and executing by June 30th. (Lead Nancy)
Identify funding option and develop work plan for cluster housing option by April 30 th. (Lead Sheila/Gail)
Quarter 2 (July 1 – Sept 30/17)
• Create work plan for staff only event by May 31th. (Lead - Korrie)
• Continue to build out quarterly training plan & identify staff for participation by July 31st. (Lead Nancy/Sheila)
• Plan and host ‘Sleeping under the Bridge’ event for September ’17 by Aug.15th. (Lead Sheila)
Quarter 3 (Oct 1 – Dec. 31/17)
• Continue to build out quarterly training plan & identify staff for participation by Oct.31st. (Lead Nancy/Sheila)
• Explore options and staff commitment for moving toward more flexible schedules by Dec.31 st. (Lead Nancy)
Quarter 4 (Jan 1 – March 31, 2018)
• Continue to build out quarterly training plan & identify staff for participation by Jan.31/18. (Lead Nancy/Sheila)
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Cultural Competency and Diversity Plan 2017-2018

Trail Association for Community Living
DEFINITION: Cultural competence refers to an ability to interact effectively with people of different cultures.
Cultural competence comprises four components:
➢ Awareness of one's own cultural worldview,
➢ Attitude towards cultural differences,
➢ Knowledge of different cultural practices and worldviews, and
➢ Cross-cultural skills. Developing cultural competence results in an ability to understand, communicate with, and
effectively interact with people across cultures

The Trail Association for Community Living recognizes that our community is growing and becoming richly
culturally diverse. This recognition includes gender, race/ethnicity, family status, age, mental/physical abilities,
sexual orientation, religious beliefs, socioeconomic status and occupational focus. We work to maintain an
environment that is supportive of these elements by promoting inclusion within the organization and the
communities we serve TACL continually focuses on respectful and responsive to the beliefs, practices and cultural
and linguistic needs of diverse individuals with whom we interact, including but not limited to; persons served,
personnel, families/caregivers, and volunteers.
This is reflected in our Policies such as Accessibility and No Discrimination, our Practices, and Mission and Vision
statements.
In developing Cultural Competency, it is important that all Employees, Volunteers and Board Members are aware
of the major components involved:
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Educating and training ours staff members on the dynamics of a growing and culturally diverse community.
Through this process, we will increase awareness, compassion and the ability to effectively interact with others who
are different than ourselves with dignity, respect, patience and understanding.
Embracing diversity in the workplace makes for better creativity, acceptance, tolerance and innovation. It also
broadens the knowledge, skills and abilities of our staff members. In addition, by creating a welcoming environment
for everyone, we then can provide good services that are also culturally sensitive, to the people we support.
This recognition includes gender, race/ethnicity, family status, age, mental/physical abilities, sexual orientation,
religious beliefs, socioeconomic status and occupational focus. We work to maintain an environment that is
supportive of these elements by promoting inclusion within the organization and the communities we serve.

❖ Awareness is the consciousness of one’s personal reactions to people who are different from us.
❖ Attitude is being aware of cultural bias and beliefs in general and carefully examining our own beliefs about
cultural differences
❖ Knowledge in respect to the importance of having our behaviours, consistent with our values and beliefs
❖ Skills involve practicing Cultural Competency every day. Communication is the key way people interact and
includes gestures and other non-verbal communication, which tends to vary between cultures.
❖ TACL is committed to community integration and strives to create a welcoming environment reflecting the
diverse communities we serve and ensuring that our services, supports and employment opportunities are
open and available to all. We are all respectful of the needs of a diverse community which can help to bring
about positive supports and working relationships.
Cultural Competency and Diversity Plan:
The Plan
Upon entry into our services, individuals served will participate where able, in completing an application which gives
an overview of the person supported. This will enable the support workers to be aware of any unique experiences
and histories that may result in differences in behaviours, values and needs. Also, at the time of admission the needs
of the person served is reviewed to determine how best their needs can be met. It is imperative that personnel
understand, appreciate and respect differences and similarities in beliefs, values and practices within and between
cultures.
With the creation of the Personal Life Plan(PLP), and at the time of six-month review, we are able to review any
cultural needs with supported individuals as well as family, friends or anyone else in their support circle. Rights are
reviewed annually at the PLP.
Similarly, employees will offer the employer an awareness of any special considerations, so that we can discuss how
best to accommodate requests as needed, and where able so as not to be disruptive to the continuity of services or
have a negative impact on the needs of those we support. The Cultural Diversity Plan is reviewed at the time of hire
and annually thereafter at the time of the Performance Review. It is also discussed in the ‘Employee Handbook.’
Our goal is to develop a relationship of trust with those supported as well as with employees and all stakeholders by
interacting with openness, understanding and a willingness to hear different perceptions.
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